9 SIMPLE STEPS
TO CLEAN UP YOUR COUNTRY
IN ONE DAY!
When you’re reading those lines, you must be inspired already from the civic society movement Let’s Do It!
It all started in 2008 in a small Nordic country called Estonia, where 4% of the population of the country
cleaned up the entire country in just 5 hours! 10 000 tons of garbage were collected, and you know
what - yes, the country stayed clean after this event.
So now it’s your turn. Sometimes it’s hard, sometimes you have to face many challenges, but it’s fun
and it’s possible. Until now already 15 countries and more than 2 million people have used the same
model. So the next step is - let’s clean up the planet! Your country can be part of the biggest clean up
action taking place in the world - The World Cleanup 2012!

How to start?
1. Build a team!
Together it’s easier to brainstorm, get ideas, share responsibilities, and involve even more people.
Spread the word among your friends, relatives, schoolmates, colleagues etc. Just show the videos
available on our homepage and see what happens. If you have a bunch of people who want to start
doing, invite them all to get together for the first meeting - this could be the real start of the clean-up
action in your country.
To arrange the first meeting and start the action you need maybe only around 3-5 persons - ask them,
what’s their favorite field - is it communication, waste management, logistics, volunteer engagement,
partnership relation or anything else necessary. First share your visions and then formulate a group
vision that you all can relate to.
As soon as possible try to divide the lines of action - make each person in the team responsible for
certain topic.
The team can change in the following weeks and months, new people are joining the team, maybe
somebody feels they can’t contribute so much as they thought they will - it’s all totally fine. Just find reliable
people who share the concern about waste and who are truly willing to change it and then start going.
Please notice - engage visionaries and doers - you need them both!
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2. Fix the goals!
The next step is to fix the big goals. This is towards what your team will start to work now. Figure
out what kind of event your team would like to organize - is it huge one-day clean up, is it a series
of smaller or bigger actions, is it cleaning household waste, waste around schools, at the riverbanks
maybe. All the ideas are good! Just find out, what would be best for your country (is it illegal waste, is it
household waste, is it peoples attitude what needs to be changed or something else?), don’t hesitate to
consult different experts if you do not have all the answers.
If you find a goal and concept that will make your heart sing and eyes shine, you’ll know it’s the way to
go! Dare to set yourself some very big goals- it doesn’t matter if nobody has ever achieved something
like this before. Even better, if you dont know how to do it in the beginning.
And the most important - commit to those goals, personally and as a team. Even if everyone else might say
you’re crazy, don’t give in. There’s always a first time for everything. If you can dream it, it can be done!
Try to be as specific in your goals as possible - how many people, how much garbage, who to involve etc.

3. Action plan!
Now it’s time to draw a general action plan - fix the steps you need to achieve to reach your goals,
make a timeline and divide responsibilities. You can start by fixing the certain action(s) date(s), between
24th of March and 25th of September 2012.
You might discover that there are certain people with certain expertise and skills that you need to involve in
to the team. Don’t worry, there will be many people with different experience and skills who would love to
be part of this. You just need to know who you need and then start asking and spreading the word.

4. Find the partners!
It doesn’t matter how efficient and brave you are, you can’t do it alone! You can start by meeting
with people from different organizations and inviting to be part of this as partners. Partner doesn’t
mean sponsorship, someone who just gives money and has their logo printed on a flyer. No. Find
organizations who share the dream and can help with ways that are available to them.
If you can apply for money to some foundation at your region - please do so. But there are some other
ways as well - many companies are ready to support by giving their meeting rooms or office space for
free, some of them are ready to support by giving some equipment, some are helping with printing,
producing marketing materials, printing T-shirts, giving free garbage bags or gloves for cleanups,
giving their tracks for waste logistic or even helping with their staff. If you are lucky, they may even
support by giving some money you could use for building up the team, motivation events, salaries etc.
One important set of partners are the local municipalities who can take on a responsibility to
coordinate the volunteers action on local sites on the cleanup day and even more importantly - design
and take responsibility on the waste handling process on the cleanup day. Approach them as strategic
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partners from the start. Show them how your action will help them, also on the longer run.
We have prepared some presentations (PPT) drafts we are happy to share with you, so you could use
those while making presentations to potential partners.
You can also find the worldwide partners on our web, so maybe their local office is ready to give a
hand to your team and your country as well!
Be aware, this project is unique. This is a world-wide project, one and only of it’s kind. So don’t be
afraid to act different as usual.
When asking for sponsorship, don’t just ask for support in the form of things, give them possibility to
be a real part of such a big event! Invite them to the team if you feel that they truly share the idea and
mission. Be confident - explain what kind of project this is and ask what you need. And also let them
think for you - how could they help? They might now other ways, that you are not aware of.

5. Organize volunteers!
Again - you can’t do it alone. Even if you have your starting team you will still need to reach out and
invite more and more volunteers into the team, into the preparation process. Let’s Do It! is civic society
project, which should be carried out by us - by ordinary people, who just care.
So build up the structure how to engage volunteers - maybe it looks like a pyramid, so every region of
your country has their own volunteer-coordinator, maybe you have somebody who’s responsibility is to
engage schools and universities, companies and organizations etc., maybe you’ll find your own way how
to do it and every way is a good way - just don’t forget - volunteers are the most important part of the
project. Not just on a cleanup day, but from the first day and throughout the organizing process as well!

6. Start to map!
If you feel mapping the garbage is suitable for your country, it’s a good start.
To estimate the real extent of the problem, we have created garbage mapping software - so that with
the help of volunteers all the illegal dumping places can be put on the country map - with exact locations
and other relevant data. This serves well when planning the actual clean-up day - to estimate necessary
resources, plan the action of volunteers and logistics. But mapping is also a great tool to really raise the
dumping issue into the limelight - once it’s in front of your eyes there can be no denial anymore.
You can use mapping as a way how to communicate and kickstart the project - organize mapping
weekends, put up a public question - how big is this problem really? Let’s map it and find out together!
You can start using the map on www.letsdoitworld.org. There are also mobile phone applications
available to download - for android and iphones, that help you do to the mapping just as you go around.
Our world clean up map is free for everybody - just test it on our website www.letsdoitworld.org and
if you would like to use it, even with some extra-applications etc, please contact our IT-team and you
have the best garbage-map available!
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7. Prepare the budget!
It’s easier to evaluate every cost may occur during the process if you have a proper budget.
We suggest to make it as a table (see below) - so you can go it through line by line and see, if you really
need money for cleanup or is there some stuff what could be covered by some other ways (by getting
in kind, non-monetary support)?
The standard-budget could be something like that (could be also totally different, it really depends
what and when and how you will perform).
Topic

Price

How to get it?

Clean-up event costs
Logistics

Municipalities will cover it

Gloves

Getting as in kind contribution from
company XYZ

Garbage bags

…

…

…

…

…
Communication costs

Media

…

Marketing materials

…

…

…

…

…
HR costs

Project coordinator

Partner company will pay the salary

IT manager

Volunteer

Marketing manager

Volunteer

Accountant

…

…

…
Mapping

…

…

…

…
Other

Snacks for meetings

…

Postal costs

…

Phone calls

…

Transportation for team

…

…

…
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As the project needs quite much administrative work, the hiring of secretary needs to be considered.
Media cost is usually possible to get free (just find good media-partners), but producing marketing
materials (CD’s, posters, videos…) still might need some budget.
The finance for covering expenses might be found from partners (companies) or from funds. There are
usually special funds in every country or if country do not have their own fund system, then probably
there are some foreign funds, who are focused on your country. It might be a good idea to ask some
free help and advice from a consultancy firm in your country.
Be aware, that you need to deal with the waste collected during the event. Maybe you can cooperate
with some transportation company, waste management companies or local authorities. If you need
some information about how to handle the waste, please feel free do contact our knowledge team!

8. Communicate, communicate, communicate!
It’s nice to start such a huge project, but people have to know about it, right? The volunteers have to
know, so they could join, the companies have to know so they could contribute, the politicians have to
know, so they can support by laws or resources etc.
Start with the message - what’s your main message. What are you aiming for and why? Put it into
simple and honest words. Then design a short slogan. It could be “Let’s clean our country in 1 day”, it
could be “Let’s change the world”, it could be “We deserve a clean country - let’s do it!” - look beyond
the garbage and try to see what it actually symbolizes. Why is it there, what is the message? Do we
lack care, respect, self-love, togetherness, belief that we as people can change things? Why is it there?
And then put it as an invitation for the people to turn things around for the better, together.
Engage media, so they will produce stories, interviews and articles for free, invite media people and
professional communications people into the team from the start. Ask the media channels to contribute
by donating their advertising time or space. Be creative, be positive, look for solutions, don’t fight
anyone, unite everyone! Remember that you are targeting the mindset, not someone in particular. You
are bringing empowerment and hope to each and every person that the better way is possible and that
everyone can help.
Our communication team is ready to share the ideas and think together with you, so don’t hesitate to
contact them! And don’t forget the internal communication, especially when your team is huge. The tail
has to know what the head is doing! Put some serious thought into keeping everyone in and informed
on how are you progressing as a team, right from the start. Also the public - be open about the whole
preparation process and win everyone over by being honest, positive, and including!

9. The Big Day
Be prepared for the clean-up day. Maybe you need an office where to stay at the clean-up day, so
the core team could be together and solve problems, welcome the press, communicate with team
members and volunteers on the field.
Also rethink how you will get the info from the sites, the data, people’ stories, pictures, videos. Don’t
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forget to think through how you can get the final data from the action - how many people participated,
how many tons or cubic meters were collected.
Design ways how people can share their experiences from the action and invite everyone to use them
and then you will create an experience of a lifetime, not just for yourself, not just for your team, for the
volunteers - you will create an experience of a lifetime for the whole nation!

Everything’s ready? Let’s Do It!
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